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Perhaps more unsuccessful photogl~aphic exposures are made
in the woods than successful. For the amateur photographer
who is interested only in getting' attractive pictures tlhis is not
such a serious matter since there are plenty of good views which
can be safely snapped. The forester, however, (and for that
matter his cousin the botanist) is o±'ten anxious to get pictures
of objects within a forest stand. And here, with the usual equipment failurfl generally results. In view of the adjustments
which our eyes, v7ithOut effort On Our Part, make tO Subdued
light, it is hard to realize that the camera does not adjust itself
automatically. This is just the point that must be kept in
mind. When the light is poor more of it is needed to make the

photographic impression. In other words the length of exposure
must be lengthened or else a bigg-er opening must be provided
through which the light may enter the camera. In general,
with the ordinary hand camera, snapshots cannot be successfully
taken in the woods.
For those who wish to make photographic records of forest
scenes nothing can take the place of a thorough study of the
equipment which is to be used. It is the purpose of this paper
to offer a few suggestions which it is hoped may serve as a

guide in making such a study and in obtaining satisfactory forest
pictures. These suggestions are intended primarily for those
who are using ordinary hand cameras\ (kodaks or others). Those
who are equipped with the faster, more elaborate (and more expensive) cameras will presumably be familiar with the possibilities and lilnitations of such special apparatus.
It is hardly necessary to call attention to the fact that it is
darker in the woods than in the open. We are all familiar
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White Pine Plantation on Iowa bottomland.
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An open land-

scape as the one shown above, can I,e regarded as tno1-malt and given
an exposu1'e faCtOl- Of One.

with the light differences, for instance, in two such views as are
illustrated in Figures 1 and 6. The question is, how much darker is it in the woods and what can be done about it?
There are various methods of ascertaining intensity of the
available light. First, the intensity can be guessed at or estimated. This is something that very few persons can do successfully. Again, certain instruments or tables can be employed.
Some instruments depend upon the visibility of certain
objects when viewed througlh dark glass of various densities,
others upon the length|of time re\quired for a piece of photo-

graphic paper to change to a certain color, suitable scales being
provided in each case to inclicate the significance of the results
to the photographer. Both types give reliable indications of
the exposure required for the light conditions under which they
are tested, though probably most persons would find difficulty
in judging color changes accurately in subdued light. Also,
in certain cases tlhe light will be found to be so weak that the
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limit of the instrument's capacitv is exceeded. And undoubtedlv
there is a slight, but probably negligible difference in the light
intensity that can be perceived by eyes of different persons. It
is also to be considered that such an instrument adds a certain
amount to the cost of the equipment and constitutes an additional piece of apparatus to take care of.
Another way to handle the light problem is to use tables
indicating variations in exposure to be made corresponding to
variations in illumination and type of subject. Several tables
of this sort are available, and the present writer has for a number of years used a concleI]Sed compilation of such tables with
O

o
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Fig.

2.

National Forest timbel- sale area, Plumas National Forest. For
suc'h a view, a subject factor of 1 is suitable.

considerable success. Their great drawback is that they depend
upon individual judgment of conditions. Howe-ver, they are
readily carried in a pocket note-book ; and it is believed that they
can be a g'reat help to the amateur photographer. Unfortunately, in general their sug'gestions for forest photography are
very hazy.
Having' ascertained the intensity of the light, the next problem is to decide upon the adjustments necessary to use this light
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to the best advantage. Probably the methods of doing this can
be made clearest by discussing a number of examples.
Assume, first, that at noon time on an ordinary sunny day
in June in a latitude of about 40O N., with a usual type of hand
camera, and a certain brancl of film, the correct exposure for an
ordinary landscape (such a view as is shown in Figure 1 or
Figure 2) is 1-25th of a second when an aperture (diaphragm
opening, stop) of "I.16" is used. This exposure, made under
these conditions, may well be regarded as a "normal" exposure,
to which othersl can be referred. (A point to remember in measuring or estimating light intensifies is that the exposure should
be made for the darkest part of the picture.)
It will be noted that the combination of conditions just enumerated contains a number of individual elements, namely latitude, time of year, time of day, character of the weather, subject, type of camera, type o±' film (or plate), amount of ligIlt
admitted during a given period of time and the length of this
period.
The film can convenientlv be made uniform for all conditions. If different films al®e used suitable corrections must be
made (from published tables) for their relative speeds. While
individual cameras ancl different types vary somewhat, as long
as the same general kincl is usecl the camera need not be looked
upon as an important i-al~iable. (A camera with a focal-plane

shutter, however, is somewhat faster than the ordinary kind).
It is to be borne in mind that the diaphragm numbers are ratios
and that the area of an aperture of a given number will be
different for different cameras, but that, for any number the
effective amount of light aclmitted is tlhe same fo1® all cameras.-i{=

Next, assume tllat it ha,S been ascertained that the light is
only half as bright as uncler the conditions (other than light)
#On some shutte1-S the diaPlll-agm OPeningS al'e india,ated by Otheltllan the t{f." deSigllatiOnS.

Some have the ttU. S.JJ numbe1-S, commonly

4, 8, 16, 32, and 64. In this system, 8 is equivalent to I.ll, 16 to I.16, 32
to I.22, eta. In eitllel' System the numbel-S COmlnOnly indicated represent
openings successively half as gl-eat as the one represented by the number
next pl'eceding. Sometimes the stops al-e labeled simply 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Here 1 is usually equivalent to I.ll o1' tO the intermediat.e I.14, No. 2 to
I.16, and suc'ceeding openings al-e 1-eSPeCtiltely half aS g1-eat aS the One

next below.
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above described. Obviously, twice as much light must bel admitted as in the above example. This may be done .as already sug-

gested, by increasing the size of the opening. The I.ll aperture
has twice the area of the I.16 a,nd we can, therefore, double the
exposure by opening the diaphragm to I.ll instead of I.16, but
still using 1/25th of a second.
On the other hand, with this "half-normal" light, we could
close the diaphragm to I.22 and use an exposure of 4/25ths of a
second (call a,t 1/5th), or to I.32 and use 8/25ths of a second
(i.e.,1/3rd). It is well to learn to count four or five to the
second so as to be able to estimate fractions of a second. If,
under "standa,rd" conditions, as above outlined, it is desired
to open the diaphragm to I.ll or to ±'.8, exposures of 1/50th or
of 1/100th of a second, respectively, should be used. These rela-

tions of diaphragm opening ("stop", "aperture'') and length
of- exposure should be fixed firmly in mind although in some
tables t,hey a1-e taken Care Of Without computation. Sometimes,
because of the shutter speeds available, it is more convenient

to use an aperture intermediate between those commonly indicated, e. g., I.13, part way between I.ll and I.16.
Correction factors for time of day, time of year and latitude
are to be taken from tables. Usually it is most convenient to
have these factors arranged in a separate table for each latitude

(or, rather, for a relatively broad band of latitudes).

The fol-

lowing,# ±'or 40ON., is an example of such tables :
Relative light intensities for various times of day throughout the year.
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i+Fl'om Hasluck, P. N., ed., the book of pllOtOgraPhy,1907; p. 88.
Somewh{'lt simila1- tables al-e given in the ttVVellcome PIlotogl'aphic ExposuI'e Calculatol'''J and in II. E. Sul-fat`e's t{Photo-exposu1-e Guaging"
(Lefax).
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It will be seen, ±|or instance, that at 4 o7clock in the afternoon, in December, an exposure of 8/25ths of a second should be

used with a stop of I.16-or 2/25th for I.8-in the open. This
table gives values for use iri Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri and Arkansas, Washington (state) to northern California, Maine to
North Carolina, the Mediterranean region, Asia Minor, central
China, Japan, eta. By reversing the months, December for June,
November-January fol- May-July, eta., it can also be used for
New Zealand and for central Argentina and Chile (i. e., 40O S.
hat,itude and thereabouts) .
If the weather is misty or hazy we can use a factor of ll/2
or of 2, that is, for instance, use twice as long an exposure as the
other conditions would necessitate. For example, an exposure
for an open lanclscape at 6 oJclock on a hazy March day would
be (with a stop of I.16) 16/25ths of a second, the factors of 8

(for time of day, time of year and latitude) and 2 (for weather
conditions) being multiplied together. Similarly, for light
clouds use a factor of from 3 to 6. For heavy clouds a factor
of considerably more should be used, about 10 or 15. And for
exposures by full moonlight a factor of about 100,000 is necessalry, that is, an exposure of an hour or so with a stop of I.16.
Sometimes shorter- exposures are given at higher altitudes,
but the ordinary exposures will generally be found satisfactory.
When the light is decidedly red, as it often is near sunrise or
sunset, somewhat |longer exposures should be given when ordinary films are being used. It is to be remembered that the timeof-day factors are calculated for local time, and that in some
places, near the standard-time zone boundaries, a half hour7s
allowance must be made early in the morning or late in the
afternoon. Furthermore, the use of "Daylight-Saving Time"
or "Summer Time" must be watched. Seven oJclock in the
mol-ming, Daylight-Saving Time, for instance, is only 6 oJclock,
Standard Time. By referring to the table it will be seen that
in July twice as long an exposure will be needed at 6 oJclock
as at 7 o'clock.

Closely related to the intensity of the light is the character
of the subject which is to be photographed. Snow scenes are
one type of picture which the amateur generally overexposes,
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perhaps the only common example of this. With the intense
light reflected by t,he white surface of the snow, only 1/4 quarter
as long an exposure is needed as for an ordinary landscape. As
an example, for 3 o7clock in the afternoon in February our 40O
table indicates a factor of 2. If, however, with the day clear, the
ground were covered with snow we would compute the exposure
as follows: 1/25 X 2 X 1/4±1/50 see., with a stop of I.16. For
sea scenes,, use a factor of 1/10 (but 1/I if vessels are included).
On the sea shore or on the shore of a large lake, the effect of
the reflected light should also be taken advantage of. For
cloud pictures use a factor of 1/12. This is just for clouds.
Any included landscape or tree tops will be underexposed and
show as silhouettes in the finished print. For portraits, on the
other hand, a factor of ll/2 Should be used; and for Street
scenes, a factor of 2.
In the woods the intensity of the light varies greatly. We
may, for instance, wish to take a picture in a leafless hardwood

Fig.

3.

A

cot,tonwood plantatiol1.
Fol- leafless hardwoods
factor of 5 or 10 should be used.

a

stand
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stand (Fig 3). In an open orchard it would perhaps be possible to get a satisfactory picture by allowing a stand factor
of 2. But in the ordinary forest stand a factor of 5 or 10
would be much safer. With the leaves on the trees, a factor
of 25 should be allowed in a hardwood stand. The same will
suffice for an open stand of thin-foliaged pines (such as short1eaf). For a dense|stand of pines with dense foliage, however,
(white pine, for example) a factor of 1,000 should be used.

Fig. 4. Stump of I)ouglas fi1' With the
cut surface almost completely overgrown
with hal-k. This picture was taken in a
stand of scatt,ered coniferous trees (much
like that shown in Figure 2), a subject
factor of 25 being used.

And for a dense stand of western red cedar a factor of around
2,400 is necessary. These factors and other suggestive stand
factors are listed in the following table :#
Relative exposures required for various types of forest stand
(referred to exposure needed for open landscape).
Ordinary

landscape

(Fig.

1,

2)

I+lr.OL®l. O Oe

....._..._..__._._.._...._____

Stand of leafless hardwoods (Fig. 3) ._...._...____....___.
C\aC\] t`O O O

Stand of leafy hardwoods
Open

stand

of

thin-foliaged

pine

_____.______________________

View under scattered conifers

(Fig. 4)

_______......_.._.

Open stand of hemlock

CqcoO tl

Open stand of dense-foliaged pille __......__..

Open stand of westem red ceda1- (Fig. 5)
Dense stand of dense-foliaged pine __._..__.._.
Sta,nd

of white fir

(Fig.

6)

I.lCqCq
~~\

_..._....._______.____._

Dense staIld Of Western red Cedar ...._____.____

#Taken in part from the wl-iterJs "Exposure Factors for Forest Photography,JJ in American Pl10tOgraPhy for August,1926 (vo1. 20, pp. 414-417),
with the pel®mission o£ the publishers.
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Now, let us consider for a moment the implication of some
of these factors. Suppose we wish to take a picture deep in a
stand of westel®n red cedall (T7Ltt,®¢ PZ¢'c¢f¢).

Suppose, furthe1'-

more, that it is getting near the end of the field season, September, but that snow h-as not yet fallen. Assume that we come

Fig. 5. A moderately open stand of western red cedar. For such a stand a factor
of 800 would be suitable. Denser stands
require as much as 2400 times the exposure
that would be given for in scene ,like those

shown in Figuresl and 2.

upon a good st,and about 4 o'clock in the afternoon. Probably
it will be-in the shadow of a mountain by this time, so we'll add
that. Now how much exposure should be given?
For this time of day and time of year (at 40O N.) the ±'actor
is 4. For the shadow, allow 2. For the stand the factor is 2,400.
Multiply 1/25 by these .1/25 see. X 4 X 2 X 2,400±768 see.±121/2 min.
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(If it were necessary or desired to

take such a picture by moonlight-well, there is a limit to
what the hand camera can do I)
It goes without saying that the camera can not be held in
the hand for a 12-minute period. Even were an aperture of
I.8 to be used for the albove subject t,he exposure would have to

Fig. 6. A stand o£ white fill (with westel-n 1-ed Cedar). For such a view as this
a stand factol- of around 2000 should be
used.

be 3 Imf:ITIT+es. The rckatbvaly grea,i Zermgth of time require,d for
eta-posures ilrm the woods amd, the faj,ct that the ord,knary ca;mepra
can not be hckd, i,n the howd for such perlbods of tinrve a,re the bkg
thbmgs to remember bn forest photogra,phy. aenerthly apetLrfurmg,

the camera can not be held in the hand for explosurels of mor'e
than 1/25 slecond, though with practice it is po,ssibl,e to lea,rn to
hold a small clam,era steady for as much ,as a quarter of a second.
A great many cameras are provided with a tripod-screw
socket. While a tripod is a I,ulky piece of additional equipment,
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there are available certain compact attacIlmentS Which Will very
satisfactorily hold a small camera clamped to a tree, eta. Some
cameras, however, have no tripod socket. Also, the tripod, screw
may become broken, or the tripod may have been left at camp.
Where the tripod or similar appliance is unavailable for any
reason, the camera can of course be put on a stump or rock
or held against the front or side of a t,fee. It can even be
strapped to the tree with a belt or bootlacing for a long exposure.
Such devices mav seem self evident, but it is to be emphasized
that the man who goes into the woods with the hope of getting
occasional pictures must be keenly conscious of such possibilities.
In other words, he should be prepared to make the camera
O

get the pictures he wants.
When patches of sky appear in a scene it is desired to
photograph, the finished print is likely to show a disproportionately large amount of light in that part,, the outlines of the
bright area being' indefinite and blurred (as in Figure 6). The
risk of such halation can be avoided to a considerable extent
by the use of a yellow sky filter in front of the lens at the time
the exposure is made. When such a filter is used the exposure
period should be increased several fold. A memorandum of
the exact factor is usually supplied with the filter.
Wind is often troublesome. Sometimes it will be found
that the wind is blowing so much that a satisfactory exposure
is out of the question. A little movement during a long exposure, however, generallyl causes no appreciable blurring in the
negative or print. And usually the wind varies in intensity from
moment to moment and by carefully watching the movement
of distant leaves, advantage can often be taken of lulls to make
exposures of at least several seconds.
In most cases it will be desirable to use a small stop and
obtain as much detail as possible. Nevertheless there are occasions when it is preferable to have only one object in sharp focus,
the background and foreg`round being intentionally made less
distJinCt.
At such times the diaphragm should be opened
relatively wide (to I.8, for example) and the focus set for the
exact distance of the object which it is desired to make stand
out in the picture.

